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A
s the first report of this OTA assessment pointed out, the
risks attached to the proliferation of weapons of mass de-
struction are considerable. Advocates of strong export
controls point out that the costs of proliferation may in-

clude thousands or millions of lives, billions of dollars of proper-
ty destroyed, or, at a minimum, billions of dollars paid for mili-
tary preparations to deter or do battle against owners of such
weapons. Therefore, if export controls could be shown to be ef-
fective in preventing proliferation, they might be judged well
worth the economic burdens they might place on the national
economy or individual exporters.

ASSESSING BENEFITS
The great majority of the world’s nations have signed agree-
ments ] recognizing that the further spread of nuclear, chemical,
and biological weapons would be dangerous to international se-
curity, and should be opposed. The signatories to these treaties
have also agreed that those possessing the wherewithal to produce
such weapons should not help other nations do so. The majority of
nations able to supply goods and technology needed for produc-
ing the weapons have agreed to control exports from their territo-
ries as a nonproliferation measure. Implicit in these agreements
is the belief that export controls on at least some items are a
useful nonproliferation tool.

In a world where all the materials, tools, and technology need-
ed to develop and produce weapons of mass destruction (or mis-

] I. e., the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), the Biological Weapons Conven-
tion (BWC), and the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC).
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siles to deliver them) were readily traded, acquir-
ing the weapons would be cheaper and the time to
get or develop them shorter. But how much cheap-
er and how much shorter? The answer to that ques-
tion varies widely from country to country, as well
as from one type of weapon to another. As noted
above, several key factors affect export control
effectiveness: 2

the nature and level of technical sophistication
of the weapon sought,
the state of industrial and technical develop-
ment of the target countries,
the controllability (or degree of general avail-
ability) of dual-use items (those with both civil-
ian and military applications),
the degree of cooperation among all the relevant
exporting nations, and
the degree of success in monitoring and enforc-
ing of controls by each cooperating nation.

The Technology Variables
The ability of export controls to block access to
needed goods and technology depends strongly on
the type of weapon being pursued. So too, does the
proliferant’s ability to develop alternatives or
“work-arounds” to the items it cannot purchase
abroad. In evaluating the effectiveness of export
controls, therefore, it is important not to lump all
weapons of mass destruction together. s

Nuclear Weapons
Export controls have the best chance of effec-
tiveness against nuclear weapon proliferation
(compared to that of other types) because the

processes for producing weapon-usable fis-
sionable materials are difficult and costly. Paki-
stan, for example, had to abandon efforts to pro-
duce plutonium when external assistance ended;
its uranium enrichment program relied heavily on
theft, smuggling, and black market transactions,
frequently in violation of export control laws.4

South Africa, on the other hand, devised a method
of uranium enrichment that relied less on imports
(but still received clandestine foreign assis-
tance). 5 Although it is easier to design and build
a primitive bomb once fissionable material has
been acquired than it is to produce the material,
more advanced designs (improving on size,
weight, and explosive yield) require additional in-
fusions of technology.

Chemical Weapons
Export controls can increase the cost and difficul-
ty of producing large quantities of high-quality
nerve agents under safe conditions. They may also
help keep advanced delivery technologies (e.g.,
chemical cluster bomb designs) out of the hands
of some nations. Nevertheless, controls are un-
likely to block a nation determined to produce
chemical weapons. As industrialization spreads
to more countries, so will civilian chemical
technologies that can be applied to weapon-agent
production. Moreover, with environmental,
health, and safety standards rising around the
world, modem chemical facilities are increasing] y
adopting the type of production technology that
formerly had been used only for the most toxic
compounds.

2For further discussion of key technologies for each type of weapon, see U.S. Congress, office of Technology Assessment, Proliferation of
Weapons of Mass Destruction: Assessing (he Risks, OTA-lSC-559 (Washington, DC’: U.S. Government Printing Office, August 1993) and

Tethno/agies  Under/)ing  Weapons oj’klass  Dcsfrwfion,  OTA-BP-ISC-  I I 5 (Washingt(m, DC: U.S. G(wemment  Printing Office, December
I 993).

‘Ibid.

4SCC Leonard s. SFcIor  With Jacqu~]in~ R.  Sml(h, /V//(/ear Arnbi/ions: 7“he  .Spread o/”Nw/ear  weapons, ] 989-) 990 (B(mkkr.  CO: west-

view Press, I 990), pp. 90-91.
51 bid., pp. 270-271.
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To a certain extent, the Chemical Weapons
Convention (CWC) will compensate for the de-
clining utility of export controls: the Conven-
tion’s verification measures will constitute a kind
of “post-shipment end-user check” for trade in
precursor chemicals and chemical manufacturing
equipment, since suspicious locations will be sub-
ject to challenge inspections. (The Treaty will also
ban the transfer of chemical weapon precursor
chemicals to non-CWC parties. )

Biological Weapons
The basic equipment and raw materials needed to
grow biological warfare agents are in widespread
use for commercial food processing and pharma-
ceutical purposes. As knowledge of biotechnolo-
gy spreads, so will the ability to produce large
amounts of agent in small facilities. Export con-
trols are unlikely to be a strong bar to the ac-
quisition of biological weapons.

Missiles
Successful missile export controls will not pre-
vent the countries now suspected of having weap-
on-of-mass-destruction programs from finding
ways to deliver such weapons. These nations have
combat aircraft that could do the job. Some of
them already have relatively short-range ballistic
missiles. Any of them could also utilize less con-
ventional means of delivery. In addition, most
could probably derive at least simple cruise mis-
siles from small airplanes or unmanned aerial ve-
hicles. Nevertheless, missile export controls can
help limit the spread of such advanced missile
technologies as precision guidance, staged
long-range ballistic missiles, advanced reentry
vehicles, and long-range cruise missiles. A fre-
quently cited case of successful export control ac-
tion is the blockage of “Condor’* solid-fueled mis-

sile technology from Argentina to the Iraqi “Badr
2000” missile program.

I The Cooperation and
Enforcement Variables

Only since 1984 for chemical weapons, and
1992 for nuclear and biological weapons, have
international groups of supplier nations
agreed on a multilateral basis to control the ex-
ports of specified dual-use commodities that
might be used to produce those weapons. These
groups include most, but not all, of the major po-
tential suppliers of the items in question. (A sig-
nificant exception for all three groups is China. )
An important immediate task is to gain the coop-
eration of the newly independent states of the for-
mer Soviet Union.b As industrialization spreads,
more countries become potential suppliers and,
therefore, potential candidates for membership in
the supplier groups. This can be a complicated
problem when one of the targets of an export con-
trol regime is also a potential supplier.7

Supplier-group export controls can be useful
even if all possible suppliers do not adhere fully to
them. First, most nations and companies do not
wish to contribute to the proliferation of weapons
of mass destruction. The information shared by
multilateral export control groups helps their
members identify potential misusers of their prod-
ucts, and thereby lets them avoid inadvertent in-
volvement in such programs. Second, in an envi-
ronment of broad international consensus that
certain kinds of exports should be controlled,
there is a greater chance that pressure of various
kinds can be brought to bear on the few nonpartici-
pants to limit or end their offensive behavior.

Even with nominal international agreement
on export controls, however, there has been
wide variation in how the controls are inter-
preted and enforced by each nation. First, the
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criteria for withholding export licenses are subject
to the judgment of each state’s licensing authori-
ties.8 For example, Russia, although not a mem-
ber of the Missile Technology Control Regime
(MTCR), had agreed to abide by its restrictions on
the transfer of rocket-related technology. At the
same time, it planned to sell both hardware and
production technology for cryogenic rocket mo-
tors to India. India and Russia argued that this was
technology suitable only for space-launch ve-
hicles and not applicable to military missiles. The
United States, however, argued that the terms of
the MTCR forbade the transfer of such technology
to a country such as India with a military missile
program.9 Implementation of the Nuclear Suppli-
ers’ Group (NSG) dual-use export control guide-
lines (see below) is also up to the discretion of
each member, but the members do undertake not
to undercut transfers refused by other states.

Even if interpretations of export control agree-
ments among the participants were always in har-
mony, the related laws, implementing regulation,
and administrative practices are unlikely to be
uniform. National export control systems vary
widely in:

■ the degree of detail in legislation and regula-
tions,

■ the administrative resources for managing the
system,

■ the information available to the licensing offi-
cials,

D the numbers and skills of customs officials,
■ the degree or lack of corruption in administra-

tion and enforcement,
= the resources devoted to enforcement opera-

tions, and
~ the legal sanctions available for punishing vio-

lators of export control regulations.

Weaknesses in one or more of these factors
offer opportunities for proliferant organiza-
tions to circumvent export controls and
smuggle out or divert at least some of the com-
modities they want. Even so, from the standpoint
of the potential buyer of controlled commodities,
controls that are only partially enforced still pres-
ent difficulties. First, the buyer has to go to the
trouble and expense of finding a sufficiently un-
scrupulous seller. Second, even if some items are
available in small numbers from such sellers, the
buyer may need larger quantities than backdoor
deals can supply. Third, he may not be able to ob-
tain the necessary technical services and spare
parts to keep his diverted equipment running.
Fourth, he may have to resort to costlier methods
of production than if he had full access to intern-
ational markets. Fifth, discovery of one or more il-
licit transactions may tip off exporting states
about the program for which the purchase is being
made, and thence lead to counteractions.

Much of Eurasia now poses new problems in
the harmonization of export control practices.
First, in the European Union (EU, formerly the
European Economic Communities), the emer-
gence of a truly common market in which most
controls may not be applied to intra-Union trade
will mean that the strength of export control en-
forcement will depend on the weakest links. That
is, if goods or technology move freely within the
Union from countries with strong export control
machinery to other countries with weaker enforce-
ment, they may leak out of the region to potential
proliferants. As EU negotiations on export con-
trols have proceeded, Germany (with the strictest
current export control regime) had argued for

81n the COCOM ~eglnle, ~em~m refeme~ proP)sed ex~)fis of listed items tt) an administrative headquafiers,  ~d any menl~r  could veto a

license approval.

IJu s ~)licynl~ers  were nl{)re ~oncemed over the ~)tentia]  milita~  uti]ity of some of the technology being transferred to India th~ they. .
were over the cryogenic I iquid-fueled motors themselves. In July 1993, Russia agreed to adhere completely with the U.S. interpretation of
MTCR requirements and to withhold the further transfer of rocket  motor production technology to the Indian space program. However, much

documentation had previously been shipped. The Russians would also proceed with the sale to India of four of the rocket motors themselves.
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common regulations as strict as its own; apparent-
ly losing that struggle, it has promoted a rule al-
lowing individual EU members to enforce con-
trols that are stronger than the Union’s
regulations. 10

Meanwhile, to the east, most of the republics of
the former Soviet Union still lack effective cus-
toms controls over their borders. let alone strin-
gent export control policies for dual-use technolo-
gies. This means that commodities that the
nonproliferation supplier groups are trying to con-
trol may leak not only from one former Soviet re-
public to another, but beyond the former Soviet
boundaries as well. 11

In sum, many variables conspire to weaken the
effects of export controls on programs to make
weapons of mass destruction. But to say that ex-
port controls are sometimes ineffective is also to
say that they are sometimes effective. Although
some would-be proliferant nations may be able to
work around many supplier controls, others may
lack the resources to do so. Even if it is not pos-
sible to estimate the deterrent effect that export
controls may have on the calculations of some
nations deciding whether to pursue weapons of
mass destruction, it is logical to assume that
there is such an effect.

For those states that pursue weapons of mass
destruction in spite of controls, the costs and de-
lays may be important. For example, without ex-
port controls on nuclear-weapon related commo-
dities, one can easily imagine that South Africa
could have built dozens of nuclear weapons rather
than 6, and that it might have then been more re-
luctant to eliminate its arsenal and join the NPT.
To take another example, without the barrier, such
as it was, of export controls, Iraq might have built
nuclear weapons before it invaded Kuwait, dra-
matically changing the context for operations
Desert Shield and Desert Storm. Denials of for-

eign technology probably helped slow the Argen-
tine and Brazilian nuclear programs until those
countries were ready to join the nonproliferation
regime. In short, export controls on some items,
even if imperfect, may help buy time that makes a
crucial difference.

The cost and delay that export controls impose
on proliferants is probably impossible to quantify,
or even to estimate qualitatively. Thus policy-
makers confront a dilemma as they contem-
plate how to enact and administer an export
control regime: the benefits, while potentially
great, are essentially intangible and long-term,
and accrue to the nation as a whole; the costs,
however, are more palpable and immediate,
and are unevenly imposed across a few firms
and industries.

ESTIMATING COSTS
Like any regulatory regime, export controls im-
pose costs both on the government and on the in-
dustries regulated, and those costs can be both di-
rect and indirect. For the U.S. government, the
direct costs are those born by the administering
agencies (see table 3-1 ). Since some officials only
handle export control issues as part of their work,
even the direct costs of export controls to the gov-
ernment are hard to estimate. Moreover, since
limiting the spread of weapons of mass destruc-
tion and missiles is only one of many objectives
of the U.S. export control regime, estimating
the cost of nonproliferation controls alone is
also difficult. The indirect costs of export con-
trols to the government may include the follow-
ing:

● time and attention of high-level officials drawn
away from other nonproliferation and foreign
policy issues,

10see H, Mu]ler ~t, ~],, }-r<)nl ~/a(.~ .~)lecl)  t. Wh;(t Angel? T-he Ncb$, ~ernl~n E~por; c~nfr~)l P[)ll(y,  PRIF Rcj)l)rts  No. 32 (Frankfurt am

Mare, Gummy Peace Research Inst]tulc  Frankfurt, January 1994), p. 56. The authors point out, however, that pressures fr(ml Gemxm  busi-

nesses clalmlng unfa]r  disadvantages relative (() their EU c(mlpetitors  will result in weakening of Gem~an regulati(ms as well.

I I see foflh~onlino”  OTA re~~fl (m [he pr(~lifcra[ion ]mplicati(ms of the breakup {~f the fomler  soviet union.5
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● diplomatic or economic concessions made in
bargaining with other nations for cooperation
on export controls, and

■ damage to diplomatic or economic relations en-
suing from imposition of export controls on
foreign nations or of sanctions against foreign
violators of U.S. export regulations.

As will be pointed out below in the section on
“Strengthening Multilateral Controls” (ch. 5),
some policy options for increasing multilateral
cooperation are likely to meet considerable resis-
tance from other members, or from prospective
members, of the international export control re-
gimes. Pursuit of these measures might cost the
United States considerable geopolitical capital,
and might require that other U.S. goals in dealing
with those nations (e.g., promoting human rights
in China) be subordinated to the nonproliferation
goal.

Officials and journalists from some developing
nations have expressed the view that export con-
trols are aimed less at preventing proliferation
than at blocking the diffusion of advanced civil i an
technology from industrialized nations to new
competitors.

12 A biological weapons expert in-

volved in international activities related to the Bi-
ological Weapons Convention (B WC) argues that
this view may become a major obstacle to winning
developing nations’ cooperation in possible ef-
forts to add verification measures to that agree-
men t . ]3

In economic terms, the heaviest price for export
controls is paid by the exporting firms whose
products are subject to regulation. Industry rep-
resentatives testifying before Congress and
elsewhere have complained that current U.S.
export controls hamper their companies’ ex-
port competitiveness in several ways.

First are direct costs. The most obvious direct
cost is the loss of business that would have been
permitted in the absence of controls. The gover-
nment tells companies that they may not make cer-
tain sales because doing so would in some way
harm the national interest. The value of export li-
cense applications denied gives some measure of
this lost business. There are presumably many
other sales, however, that companies do not bother
to try to make because they have reason to believe
that an export license would be denied.

Another direct cost of export controls is admin-
istrative: tracking massive and complex U.S. ex-
port regulations and then assuring company com-
pliance imposes time, money, and personnel
costs. In part, the regulations are so complex be-
cause they spell out so many exceptions to the
general rules. Nevertheless, exporting companies
need to track the rules and exceptions. In some
cases, smaller companies may find the burdens so
great that they forgo exports entirely.

Company compliance problems may be com-
plicated by the de facto absence of public identifi-
cation of all controlled commodities and end-
users. A “knows or is informed” regulation
requires individual validated licenses (IVLS) for
any exports that might be “directly employed in”
the design, development, acquisition, or use of
missiles or chemical or biological weapons in a
country listed in one of the supplements to the Ex-
port Administration Regulations. An exporter
who has even “reason to know” that items or data
might be used directly or indirectly in a nuclear
program must also apply for a license. Such rules
at least to some extent shift regulatory and intelli-
gence-gathering burdens onto exporting companies.

However, the Department of Commerce
(DOC) also offers guidance about what an export-

I zAl[hough [hl~ ~>rcep[lon ,Ilay ~x i~[, it does not appear to be tx)m (mt by the faCtS.  ]n 1992, for exampk, the ~ approved 1.43 ‘icenses*

representing potential expwts  valued at $319.5 million, for the export of items controlled for chemical or bwlogical weapon  proliferation rea-
sons; it denied only 24 such licenses, valued at $7.4 million.

13Barbara Ha(ch R{)5en~.ru ~r50na] comnlunica[ion,”  Mar. 24, 1994. At present, the BWC has no VerifiCatiOII provisions. Seved na[i(~nsa,
have proposed that a regime of compliance monitoring be added to the Convention.
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er can reasonably be expected to do to avoid cus-
tomers who may be engaged in inappropriate end-
uses. Before December 1993, the “know” rule
seemed to apply to any items going to a proliferant
end-user. In that month, however, the DOC issued
a Guidance statement intended to ease exporter
concerns that the rules might be arbitrarily en-
forced. 14 It should be pointed out that no company
before or since that guidance was issued has actu-
all y been penalized for failing to apply for an IVL
while knowing or having reason to know that the
end-user was a suspected proliferant.15

It now remains to be seen whether corporate
concerns about the “know” rule will be assuaged
by the new guidance or not. In the past, companies
have also argued that the “is informed” part of the
rule was unfairly applied, with some companies
being informed that certain buyers were unaccept-
able and others not being informed; those not in-
formed were then left able to make sales from
which their competitors were unfairly barred.
Commerce officials have acknowledged this
problem of uneven information and said they are
addressing it.

An IVL entitles the exporter to ship a specified
quantity of licensed items to a particular destina-
tion for a period of up to 2 years. For some items
and destinations, a company may be able to avoid
applying for an IVL by obtaining a “distribution
license”

. . . that authorizes exports of certain commodi-
ties under an international marketing program,
generally to three or more consignees that have
been approved in advance as foreign distributors
or users. This procedure is a special privilege re-
served for firms with a thorough knowledge of
and cxpericncc with the Export Administration
R c g u l a t i o n s ,  a n d  a n  i n t e r n a l  c o n t r o l  m e c h a n i s m

to assure strict compliance with the require-
ments of the license. 16

Although this program may relieve the exporter of
the need to apply for IVLS in many cases, it does
require the license holder to monitor more closely
the behavior of its buyers and of its own com-
pliance with regulations. On the other hand, DOC
officials report that some exporters say their com-
petitive abilities have actually been strengthened
by the additional information that internal control
mechanisms provide to their decision makers. For
the purposes of this report, note that distribu-
tion licenses, with very few exceptions, do not
apply to nonproliferation items; therefore,
whatever the cost burdens-or benefit-of
distribution licenses, they cannot be attributed
to nonproliferation controls.

A complete accounting of the direct costs to
U.S. industry of compliance with export control
regulations is not available, but some information
is. A 1992 industry-sponsored survey of 42 large
exporters found that 30 to 40 percent of their ex-
ports required IVLS, and that these companies av-
eraged 24 employees and $1.3 million a year each
on licensing and compliance.

17 
One large U.S. ex-

porting firm with $14 billion in annual sales and
$4 to $5 billion in annual exports in the early
1990s reportedly maintained a 100-person export
licensing department costing several tens of mil-
lions of dollars per year. 1 8

Unfortunate] y, the study’s sponsor, the Nation-
al Association of Manufacturers (NAM), did not
release any details about the study, such as which
firms were surveyed and what fractions of their
business costs were attributable to export control
compliance. With 30 to 40 percent of their exports
requiring licenses, it is clear that these firms were

I fFor  fuflhcr dlscussl[)n  of [he “~nc)~” and ‘“reason  to know’”  ru]es,  See below,  chs. 5 and ~.

I ~Expofl  A~nlln15tra(lon  Rcgulatl(ms, 15 CFR \ 773.3  (Jan. 1, 1993 ).

17N:it10niil  A5soclat10n”  ,)f Manufacturers stln ~, as r~plfled In ]n/crn{l//(jni//  7)-cIdc  Reporter,  ,Aug.  26, i ()~~,  p. ~~~ and cl[Cd b) J. Da\id

R]chardst)n,  .$~;~n~ L) L’.,S, li~porr 1)~.~inf cnf[lci  (Washlngtt)n.  Institute for Intc!matlt)nal  Ectmomics,  1993), p. 38, fo(~tnotc” 16.

I ~R1chardson,  Ibid,, p. 37; the firm was nt)t named.
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Total Returned All
Type of exports exported Approved w/o action Denied applications

($17.8 B) ($5.3 B) ($0.812 B) ($23.9 B)
—.

All goods and services $640.5 B 2.8% 0.8% 0,1 % 3 7%

Industrial supplies and capital goods $282.1 B 6.3% 1.9% 0370 8 5%

Advanced technology $107.1 B 16.6% 4.9% 0 8% 22 3%

NOTE Many license applications returned without action may have been refiled later and been counted again in the “Approved” column The “lndus-
rial supplies and capital goods and the “Advanced technology” categories are separately derived and probably contain considerable overlap

SOURCE Department of Commerce and John Sullivan Wilson, “The U S 1982-93 Performance in Advanced Technology Trade”, percentages by
Office of Technology Assessment

not representative of U.S. exporters as whole,
since a much smaller fraction of all exports is sub-
ject to licensing (see table 4-l). In addition, as
with the few other studies in this field, there is no
way to determine what portion of the license activ-
ity and its costs could be attributed to nonprolifer-
ation export controls as opposed to other kinds.

Finally, even in the absence of export con-
trols, companies may find it worthwhile to
monitor the character of their buyers: most
companies would prefer not to contribute to
the violation of U.S. and international nonpro-
liferation norms, and they certainly do not want
the bad press that can come from revelations that
they have done so.

More difficult to measure are the indirect
costs of lost business attributable to export
controls. In at least some cases, the export license
review and approval process seems to have taken
so long that potential buyers have sought other
suppliers in other countries who could deliver or-
ders more promptly. In other cases, the Office of
Export Licensing approves export only with
conditions intended to assure that the items will be
used for stated purposes at stated places. One such
condition is the requirement for a reexport 1icense:
the buyer must agree to apply to the U. S. govern-

ment if he wishes to transfer the commodity to a
third country. Another condition is sometimes
that the end-user must agree to accept inspections
by U.S. personnel to assure that the items are be-
ing used for the stated purpose.

Rather than accept these conditions, buyers
may seek other suppliers in other countries that do
not impose them. Again, in the case of nonprolif-
eration controls, other members of the multilateral
export control groups also require permission to
reexport. Finally, when buyers either are deterred
from ordering in the first place or cancel orders be-
cause of licensing delays, the would-be exporter
may lose not only the initial deal, buy any follow-
on orders that might have succeeded it. Although
it is logical that export losses result from these fac-
tors, direct, or even indirect, statistical evidence is
hard to come by.

Whatever the burdens of the export control sys-
tem on industry, it is important to keep in mind, as
noted at several points above, that only some ex-
port controls are imposed for nonproliferation rea-
sons (see next section). Several of the most
prominent industry problems have not been
with controls directly related to the means of
producing weapons of mass destruction, but

lgFf)r [he resu]ls of one eff(wt  to detect U.S. expwt shortfalls [() other COCOM members, sce Richardson, ibid., pp. 102- I o~. me author

concluded that his research findings did not support the hypothesis that trade  with COCOM  partners was adversely affected.
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with controls imposed for other purposes. In
these instances, the industry objections have been
not just to the burdens of the licensing process, but
to specific license denials. For example, high-
speed telecommunications switching equipment
is on the “national security” list of items requiring
IVLS. Until the end of March 1994, the U.S. gov-
ernment blocked the sale of such equipment to
China on unspecified national security grounds.
Manufacturers argued that they were losing mil-
lions of dollars in sales of equipment that the Chi-
nese would either buy elsewhere or end up making
for themselves, thereby frustrating the U.S. export
denial purpose anyway.20

The most ambitious attempt at estimating the
losses attributable to export controls estimated
that national security export controls on dual-use
items to Communist countries cost between $4.5
and $20 bill ion in lost exports in 1989, while trade
sanctions against several other countries cost be-
tween $2.4 and $3.1 billion.21 The author of that
study later estimated that for 1993, these controls
may have cost $20 billion, and perhaps as much as
$30 billion, in U.S. exports a year.22 However,
there are many uncertainties in such an analysis;
moreover, projecting the findings of that study
into the future seems questionable, given the end
of the Cold War, the decline in Coordinating Com-
mittee for Multilateral Export Controls
(COCOM), the relaxation of controls on comput-
ers and telecommunications equipment, and the
collapse in buying power of the former Commu-
nist countries. This method also prov ides no direct
way of disaggregating the effects of different types
of export controls on the larger economic picture.

For further illustration of the difficulties of esti-
mating the economic impact of nonproliferation
export controls, see appendix A.

Beyond the immediate effects on individual
company profits, reduced (or constrained) exports
can mean a worsened balance of international pay-
ments for the U.S. economy. In terms of dollar
volume of exports, however, the potential impact
of export controls appears to be relatively small—
and declining. Table 4-1 shows that in 1992, the
total value of U.S. exports for which applications
for IVLS were received ($23.9 billion) amounted
to about 3.7 percent of all 1992 exports of goods
and services, about 8.5 percent of exports of in-
dustrial supplies and capital goods, and about 22.3
percent of those of one analyst’s estimate of ad-
vanced technology exports. (Note that IVLS are
generally valid for 2 years, so the value of the
items in a license applied for in a given year does
not necessarily y correspond to the value of the ship-
ments the exporter intends to make during that
year. On the other hand, other exports, approved in
the prior year, may be shipped during that year. )
The dollar value of license applications either de-
nied or returned to the applicant without action23

in 1992 represented only about 1 percent of total
U.S. exports in that year, while the value of li-
censes actually denied amounted to about one-
tenth of 1 percent.

Figure 4-1 shows that both the number of trans-
actions for which an IVL was required, as well as
the value of the items represented, has declined
dramatically since 1989. This decline is due main-
ly to the relaxation of COCOM controls (see be-

20SOIIK” also argue that dtmml c}f U.S.-made ]tems may cause a country to develop Indlgencwsly  the lcchn(~h~gy that they could not buy
abroad, ha~ ]ng  s(~nw potcntlal for creating or fuel mg foreign competitors” f{~r U.S. exporters  of those  itcms.

~ ] Richardson op. cit., f(wtnotc  17, pp. 96-97. Armmgst  countries of prwl iferation concern on the latter list, Iran accounted for the largest

cxp(m sh(wtfalls,  cstlmatcd  between $1.3 and $1.8 bill l(m.

22 Rlchilrds(~n, “Ec(m(mlic  Costs of US Expwt Controls.” Statement before the Subc(mm~ittcc  (m Ec(m(m~ic  Policy, Trade, and Environ-
ment,  C(mmut(ce t m Foreign Affairs, U.S. H{mse of Representatives, N(n, 18, 1993.

~ ~Appllcatl(ms  may be rctumed  to the appllcant wlth[~ut acti(m h-cause  they arc incorrectly or Inc(mlpletely  filled t~ut, or h>causc  the D(X
requires :iddltl(mal  Inf{mnatl(m to make a dcc] sl{m.  As [he DOC tal I ics I Icensing  act i~ Itlcs, resubmitted appl icatl(ms,  If appr(wcd or denied, are
ctmn[ed  iigiiln under th(lse categories. Thcrcforc,  [me fhoulct not asiunw that a l]ccnsc  returned with(n]t actl(m represents an cxp(wt that is never
appn~~ cd.
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The bars in this graph indicate the values of Individual
Validated Licenses approved or denied by the Department of
Commerce m the years shown, whale the line markers (see
right-hand scale) show the combined numbers of licenses
approved or denied. Many license applications each year are
‘“Returned Without Act/on” (RWA) because they are improperly

filled out or because more informatlon IS needed Of the
applications RWA, some may not be refiled while others may
be, the latter are then considered to be new applications and
may enter the counts of those approved or denied Note that
license approvals are 2-year authorizations to export, and that
exporters do not report to the Commerce Department
whether the licenses are fully utilized or not. Therefore, the
dollar amounts approved for export do not represent actual
values of goods shipped in any given year.

SOURCE Department of Commerce, 1993, and Off Ice of Technology
Assessment 1994

low), which is likely to continue, whatever
COCOM-successor arrangements are negotiated.
In the fall of 1993, the DOC announced easing of

controls on computers, which would mean a fur-
ther decline in licensing, since computers ac-
counted for about $8 billion in individual licenses
in 1993 (see app. B on computer export controls).
At the end of March, 1994, as COCOM was abol-
ished, the DOC announced further relaxation of
controls on telecommunications and computing
equipment. It estimated that the number of IVLS
required annually would drop to half of the 1993
level.

By the nature of the commodities, technology,
and software controlled, the burdens of export
controls do fall more heavily on certain high-
technology industries (see app. A). To the extent
that the controls of these industries’ exports lead
to loss of business, they lead also to the loss of
higher paying jobs and of tax revenues.24 In addi-
tion, if some U.S. high-technology industries
were to decline, the U.S. military might lose the
benefits of their research and products. In explain-
ing a Clinton administration relaxation of export
controls on computers, then-Deputy Secretary of
Defense William J. Perry said:

We’re an important customer [of the computer
industry], but we’re no longer a dominant cus-
tomer. Basically, our strategy today in comput-
ers is to get on the shoulder of the computer in-
dustry and take advantage of the developments
which are taking place .25

That is, the Defense Department’s ability to
embed advanced computer technology in its
weapon systems depends increasingly on ad-
vances made first in the commercial sector. Thus
Secretary Perry argued that the relaxation of con-
trol levels was justified in part because of the stra-
tegic benefit of reducing the burden on the indus-
try and enhancing its exports.

24JtJhn Sullivan Wilson points out that
W(wkcrs  tmlpl(~ycd  in hi~h-/echno/o,gy  indu.$fries recei~c  higher levels  of compensation than all (~(her  goods-producing  businesses, and
the premium paid these workers is growing . . it is clear that, to the extent the United States continues to pursue a trade policy that is
focused (m the opening of’ global markets and trade expansi(m,  this will provide for greater employment  oppwtuni[ies  in relatively bet-
ter-paying, high-techn(dogy jobs.

See ‘The U.S. 1982-93 Performance in Advanced Technology Trade,” Cha//cnge, January-February 1994, p. 16. Wilson also points out that
although available data indicate that the United States has been doing well in high-technology exports, trade and technology policy makers need
better data sets than those  now collected.

25 WilIiam J. Perry, transcript of Breakfast with Rep(mters,  Oct. 15, 1993 (venue not stated).


